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The recent completion of the re-roofing project by the team at

ReClaim Construction was just in time for the October arrival of

seven new members to their medical staff for Family Practice,

General, Vascular and Orthopedic surgeries, Dermatology, GI and

ENT, as well as the opening of their new cardiac and pulmonary

rehab programs, wound care, allergy and DOT clinics

-Jeff Lyle

 CEO Falls Community Hospital

The insurance carrier originally sent out an adjuster that was not familiar with the type of roofing system and damage identification of hail

damage to the system. Reclaim, being familiar with the system and damage then met with the carriers’ buildings consultants and engineers

to point out the damage. The building consultants and engineers agreed with Reclaim and the roof system was approved to be replaced.

Reclaim maximizes outcome with its KNOWLEDGE and EXPERIENCE

Reclaim was required to follow city code and install R-25 above deck while the insurance carrier argued it was not owed to this hospital.

Eventually after code discussions with the City, Reclaim was able to get the hospital a fully upgraded roofing system to current building

codes. Reclaim also upgraded the SPF roof to a Custom 20YR Carlisle 60Mil TPO Rhino-Bond induction system. 

Reclaim is committed to doing it the RIGHT WAY

During construction and removal of the old roof system, Reclaim came across most of the 3rd level had rusted metal deck. The carrier

denied paying any additional money for the deck and being a rural hospital - funds were tight. Reclaim went ahead and replaced the

metal deck for the hospital at no additional cost.

Uncovered decking was replaced on Reclaim's dime.... DONE RIGHT

FALLS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
LOSS TYPE: HAIL

LOSS DATE: 03/2019

Falls Community Hospital – FCHC is the main

rural hospital in the City of Marlin, Texas. 

The hospital sustained significant storm damage

to their roof system. The storm damage roof

allowed water intrusion into the roof system. The

entire 3rd level of the building was closed and

inoperable. 

HERE'S WHAT HAPPENED

Reclaim was called to the hospital to see if we could help. The 3rd floor was completely

shut down due to the roof leaking. Water damage in most of the 3rd floor rooms. The

hospital was operating on hours of cash on hand and simply could not afford the roof

replacement. Reclaim completed the forensic inspection and discovered hail damage to

the system. The roof replacement was funded by the insurance carrier.  
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RURAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANTIAL DAMAGE

1 MILLION DOLLAR
LOSS

ACTIVE HOSPITAL

SQUARE FOOTAGE
59,700



WHAT  CAN  WE

RECLAIM  FOR  YOU?

1865 McGee Lane O
Lewisville, Texas 75077
ReclaimConstruct.com

214-501-0631


